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1. There is usually little uncertainty about the advantages of processing a natu- 

ral crop prior to  export.     Whether  this  is profitable can be seen by  setting off 

the higher value of  the export against  the cost of  the process and  the  possible 

loss of value  through the  by-products not being utilised or commanding a lower 

price   than abroad.     The only doubts on  the social  economic benefits may arise if 

differential  export duties are  introduce! to give an artificial  impetus  to 

processing. 

2. Import substitution  industries  are more complicated.     They generally suffer 

from higher  cost production factors  than in developed countries.     In  fact,   the 

only real saving that can  confidently  be expected is  in freight,   because raw mate- 

rials  either enter  the  country  in bulk cr are present locally.     Even  labour may 

cost more  than in a developed country,   while actual  rates per man per hour may be 

low,   the same physical effort may not be achieved and most manufacturing techniques 

need some level of  skill  which  is in  short supply in  developing countries,  so  that 

the labour cost is  heavily increased by  the highly  skilled supervision which is 

needed. 

3. The solution usually sought  is a protective  import duty.     If   the  industry  is 

expected to grow and eventually be able to compete with large-scale producers over- 

seas no problem arises,  but in iiany cases there is little prospect of this and Gov- 

ernments have to make their decision knowing that  the grant of the duty will result 

in a quasi-permanent increase  in the price to the consumir and the loss of the 

revenue from the goods previously imported.    This must be weighed against the 

growth of new taxable income,  savings of foreign exchange and its use  to import 

other goods which bear duty, etc. 

4. A mere study of the physical feasibility of an industrial project in of 

little value.    Commercial feasibility must be studied,  i.e. proper examination of 

/... 
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the market,   the cost of all production factors,   all problems of management, 

staffing,  administration,  distribution and marketing and all  financial require- 

ments.*    The study is  completed by adding up   .he receipts and expenditures on 

capital  and current account   to  show whether the  return (if any)  on  the  capital 

will be adequate  in  the circumstances of that particular economy and all   the 

sources,   type and term of the capital  invested. 

5. Sometimes,  even  though the result  is positive   the rate of return may be 

insufficient to   justify the risk  in  the  sponsors'  view.     Governments are  some- 

times surprised  to  find the level  of return  that  the  sponsors requre;   it  is for 

the sponsors  to  state  their project and  their requirements  clearly and for  the 

Government to make  a proper study of their estimates,   so   that a bargain  can  be 

struck by both sides  with their eyes open.     Governments are  likely  to  be  more 

ready  to  support sponsors who are  permanently resident in  the country and are not 

aiming simply at quick profit. 

6. Naturally  the views of  Government and entrepreneurs will not always  coin- 

cide.     The latter considers almost exclusively commercial  costs and benefits,   but 

the Government must also  consider social  costs and benefits.     Sensible  sponsors 

will point nut  the advantages and disadvantages of  their proposal  and assist  the 

Government in arriving at an informed decision.     Sometimes,  because of  the  broader 

responsibilities of Government their decision will be contrary to  that indicated 

by pure economics. 

7. The Government's policy also  impinges on the  investor in the "investment 

climate".     It is of great importance  that Government should give clear under- 

takings and observe  them both in the letter and in th : spirit regardless of subse- 

quent changes of circumstances or of Government.    The  investor on his side must 

bear with delays which are sometimes inseparable  from the Government's decision- 

making processes. 

*    The most common heads of feasibility studies are contained in the Appendix to 
the paper. 

/... 
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8. It is of prime  importance not to create industries in  the absence of a suffi- 

cient market.     The market survey  is a first priority  ar.d,  it. developing countries 

with no previous  experience  for guidance,  a detailed  study  is indispensable.     A 

common pitfall   is   to   take a ¿roup of products or an import classification and treat 

it as if it were related simply  to   the output of one  factory.    In fact, such groups 

cover a wide variety of different products,  different   "lines" and different speci- 

fications,  and a  single  import classification probably  comet;  from a largo number of 

different factories of different kinds and sizes.     A practical feasibility study 

must isola¿e   the  demand for  the specifications and sizes which can  be  economically 

produced in one   factory,     '//hen  the oize of the market has been ascertained,   it is 

ruinous for a  Government  to  licence or encourage manufacturing capacity  in excess 

of  that market,   even  though  thi?  ;.i,i   ¡¡^an a^reein-   to  a virtual monopoly. 

9. Manufacturers of plant and consultants have  special qualifications  for making 

estimates of production feasibility,   but  they can rarely bring first-class  commer- 

cia.!  manufacturing experience  to  bear on  the problem  of commercial  feasibility of 

the project.     Their  work needs  to  be  supplemented by  a concern with direct commer- 

cial and operational  experience  in  the field.     The  ideal  consortium for studying 

feasibility is perhaps  a manufacturer in a developed  country who knows  how to  make 

the required product,   and a  firm established in  the  developing country who  is 

deeply acquainted with  the  country,   its aummistration,  cvstoms,  lawr.  and markets, 

both these interests  being responsible  for 3 substantial  share of  the  financial 

investment and perhaps employing a  consultant or machinery supplier as  an expert. 

10. If Government wishes   to  involve  its finance  in a manufacturing enterprise,  it 

may either  take  100/' ownership of  the project,   in which case private enterprise 

will be concerned with the project only as potential  competitors, or a partial 

share of the capital.    Many entrepreneurs are reluctant  to agree to   the latter 

because they  fear that the Government may seek to  introduce non-commercial consid- 

erations into   the decisions affecting the project,   and   they point out  that the tax 

revenue from  the project gives  the  Government an infinitely high rate of return 

with no risk.     However,  realistic partnerships between Government and private 

enterprise ere not, uncommon. 

/... 
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11.  It should in conclusion be remembered that a sponsor's estimates can be no 

more accurate than the facts or forecasts on which they are based, that an intelli- 

gent feasibility study is no substitute for good commercial common sense and that 

the success of a project will always be very dependent on influence of circum- 

s tances. 
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that as a consequence labour is cheap. The assumption is unwarranted. 

Unskilled labour ma/ be cheaper than in developed territories, simply 

measured as physical effort over time.  Even this can be questioned 

bearing in mind climatic conditions, standards of nutrition,and the like. 

But most manufacturing techniques need or imply some level of skilljand 

skilled workmanship is in short supply, by any standards, in the 

developing countries.  The consequence is that highly skilled supervision 

and management from expatriate sources is often necessary and this has to 

be added to the cost of labour whether unskilled or skilled, so that the 

total salary and wages bill in reepect of productive factory effort is 

frequently higher, and sometimes markedly higher, than in the developed 

countries. 

4. Indeed, most factors of production are dearer in the developing 

country. For example, the cost of building; the cost of access roads; 

the cost of plant and equipment; the cost of electricity, fuel and water; 

the oost of raw materials; all these generally cost more in the 

developing country. The only real economic savi¡.¿ that can nearly always 

be found in "local" manufacture as opposed to importation is in freight 

savings..  The bulk import of raw materials often costs less in freight 

tnat the "freight intensive" import of the finished product with its 

packaging. Of course, where a local raw material is available this is a 

real economic advantage and may be regarded as a freight saving. The best 

examples of this are to be found in the cement Industry, where local 

limestone provides most of tne raw material; and in brewing, where water 

is the main constituent by volume. 

5. The advantage usually sought, in these circumstances, for looal 

industry, in a developing country is the protection of an import duty. 

By forcing up the cost of the imported article this enable« the looal 

industry to compete on even terms. The protective tariff makes up for 

the shortage of skilJa and higher costs in other field«. It is often 

argued that the reason why protection is neosssary is that the industry 

is an infant which cannot oompete with the iarge-ecale methods of 

production adopted overseas. This, of course, i§ true. It is also true 

that the sise of the looal market is the determining factor, and if no 

growth is foreseen in this there is little hops of the infant growing up. 
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Indeed, even where the infant Industry does grow up, it is often the out 

that oitntu indue trie« have grown at the sane rate or «Ten faster in 

such a way that they are relatively Kore competitive with the local 

industry than they war« before.     In these oiroumstanoes the infant 

industry argument has no long tern application, and the developing country 
has to assess the s ocial economic benefits obtainable in return for a 

quasi permanent, rise in the price to the consumer.   In miking this 

assessment Government takes into account apparent foreign exchange savings 

and other latent benefits.   Governments realise only too well that to the 

extent that a tariff is protective it is not revenue producing;   the 

encouragement of a new industry by means of tariff protection therefore 

beoones a budgetary decision. 

6. In assessing social economic benefits Governments take into 

account the new incomes generated, a nd especially the new character of 

the incomes so generated;   new sources of Government revenue (Company Tax, 

Income Tax, etc., );    the utilisation of any savings in foreign exchange 

for the purpose of paying for imports of a different nature, which in 

their turn can be subjected to import duty and thus yield an indirect 

revenue to Government which may partially offset the direct loss of revenue 

brought about by local manufacture. 

The anona and outcome of a feasibility study 

7. Feasibility studies of industrial ventures in developing 

countries should, of course, consider not simply the physical feasibility 

of an operation but commercial feasibility in the light of current 

foreseen economic, and indeed sometimes political, conditions.     A study 

of physioal feasibility which falls short of considering marketing, 

distribution, financing, and management, Is not a study of feasibility; 

it is merely a production study.   The full feasibility stuajr^hould examine 
ill coste, all factors of production, all financial requirements, all 

problems of management, staffing, administration, distribution and 

marketing.   There Is BO short orni to determining whether am industry «111 
pay.   At the end of the study all the positives and negatives, that Is the 

The aast ocmmon headings fer such studies art listed la the 
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receipts and expenditure both on currant and eapltal account, ehould ba 

added togethar to ahow whether a positive profit Is yielded giving a 

return on capital which, In the circumstances of that p#* -icular economy, 

and having in mind the source, type and term of the financial capital, .ii 

regarded as adequate over a long enough period to justify tha rial» 

involved, both economic and non-economic. 

8. It frequently happens in practice that the feasibility examina- 

tion yields a negative resulti    sometíaos because the minimum conditions 

for profitable operation cannot be net.   The demand for a standardised 

product must reach a minimum figure before an industrial unit of the 

minimum sise can be made to pay.   Thie minimum demand cannot be created 

ad hoot   it is a question of spending power. 

9. Some times the result ir negative not in the sense that no 

profit at all can be foreseen, but that the profit is not high enough, in 

relation to the capital at risk, *o Justify the risk.   This is a matter 

which is frequently misunderstood in developing territories.    Countries, 

where interest rates of 15* a month on money-lending do not cause the 

raising of an eyebrow, sometimes look askance at estimated yields of 20* 

or 30* per annum on industrial projects.     What the Government of a 

developing country conceives as a reasonable return on capital has real 

Importance when after examination the sponsors of a project declare the 

op oration as non-feasible.   Where the developing country poaitively 

encourages the operation, the sponsor necessarily has to state the 

circumstances in which he Is prepared to begin»   Thin statement might very 

well include a request for protection by way of Import duty on the finished 

product, or exemption from Import duty on the raw materiale.   In these 

circumstances Government is bound to oonsidor whether the estimates of the 

sponsor are reliable and, if so, whether the level of profit foreseen or 
or hoped for is reasonable.     There is ample scope for argument on this 

plane.   Governments of developing countries will naturally seek to pay 

the lowest price they can for the «concaio advantages of a new industry) 
and sponsors will bargain for the highest prioe that they reasonably oan 

for their effort.     It is in this context that the permanency of th« 

sponsor's position in the developing country is of paramount Importance. 

In the long run, the sponsor who is permanently resident there and is not 
aiming simply at a quick profit will claim and ultimately obtain the best 
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support fro« Government* 

torti mal Igflnnalo ñtntfítt 
10. There mat inevitably be SOM ornati where the views of sponsor« 
or entrepreneurs and Governments will not coincide, especially when th« 
true economic benefits are being assessed.     A sensible sponsor will 
take the trouble to point out to Government in support of his claim not 
only the economic advantages that he proposes to afford the developing 
territory but also the economic or financial disadvantages.   In this way 
the Government is assisted in making up it« sind as to whether the social 
and indirect benefits of the industry equal or exceed the net advantages 
of the sehen« as put forward by the sponsor.     There are bound to be oases 
where Governments for broad social reasons follow a course flying in the 
face of the facts put forward by the sponsor.   When the cotton textile 
industry of Egypt was in its infancy, the Governaent insisted on 
providing soae of the finest quality cotton in the world grown in Egypt 
for the purpose of Baking relatively low-grade cloth; and this against tee 
advice of independent consultants who insisted that they would do better 
by exporting their high-grade ootton and importing cheaper coarser cotton 
for the purpose of tee cheaper cloth.     Similarly, it is comeen experience 
in African territories that they will encourage the growth of industries 
for spinning, weaving and printing ootton goods for local disposal even 
though it can be shown Indisputably to be far cheaper to buy unbleached 
cloth of Far Eastern origin and print it in tee developing country oonoeraed, 
In taking decisions such as these Governments have in mind broader issues 
than the pure economics of the situation.   Indeed, one highly plaoed 
official, when discussing just such a matter M tels, was heard to tay 
that if developing countries based their decisions on industrialisation 
on pure economic or commercial principles they weald never start any 
industries 

11« There are other fields la which 
prise may not at first see eye to eye.   The 
study must, of courte, bear these in mimi and 

For «ample, great play it frequently made of 

«ad privat« enter- 
of a fees IMI Itj 

htm deeisiom accordingly, 
need te treat« the right 
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climate for investment.  So far as the sponsor or investor is concerned, 

one of the most important meteorological observations when studying this 

climate is the extent to which Governments are prepared to courait themsel- 

ves in writing,and to carry out their commitments not only to the letter | 

but in the spirit. It sometimes happens that a Government promises 

certain conditions to encourage a new industry and then, because of s 

change in the economic situation, finds itself embarrassed in carrying 

out its obligations. In iheae circumstances, whilst sympathising with 

the Government's embarras anient, the sponsor has every right to expect 

Government to carry out its obligations; and this applies even where the 

Government changes, and even in the knowledge that no Government need 

necessarily be bound by a previous Government on a policy decision. So 

far the Governments of most developing countries have displayed an acute 

awareness of this problem, more particularly because they understand that 

their actions today create the investment climate of tomorrow. If in case 

of difficulty Government appears to take an unconscionable time to 

implement its guarantees, this is something that the sponsor or investor 

must tolerate with forbearance, especially as he no doubt took it into 

account when first making his proposition. In this context it is worth 

noting that long familiarity with a country and its people« can convert 

time-consuming frustration into the exercise of tact and patience, which 

of course is reciprocai* 

Study of demand 

12.     It is no use recommending in a feasibility study the setting 

up of a new industry to make goods that cannot be sold* The first step 

in project work, whether it is in respect of extractive, secondary or even 

tertiary Industries, whether for export or import substitution, is to 

survey the demand and to follow that survey by a study of how to meet that 

demand* Manufacturers with centuries of experience in the U.K. can 

sometimes give an off-the-cuff opinion as to the price at which they orna 

manufacture and market a product in a given area of the U.E. or even on 

the Continent* Such rule-of-thumb methods cannot be relied upon in 

remote developing territories* A long experience of manufacture in the 

highly industrial countries of the world will give very little clue to the 

cotte of manufacture in a developing country* AH costs must be eremi ned 
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in the greatest detall.   And if the sponsor has no means of estimating 

comparable costs In the developing territory, he must necessarily go to 

somebody who can Impart the necessary information. 

13. When working out the potential demand, it is not enough to 

consult the import figures and show that a certain grou,p of products is 

sufficiently large to justify the minimum industrial unit.   A group 

of products recorded in the import statistics may, in fact, cover a 

wide variety of different products, and invariably covers a wide variety 

of different "lines" of products or different specifications, or simply 

different sizes.   The wide variety of goods included in the group of 

products in the import statistics is supplied usually from a number of 

different sources, ano from a number of different factories of different 

kinds and sizes.    What nas to be examined is the market demand for the 

particular specifications and sisea of products which can be economically 

produced from an industrial unit of the minimum size or of the size con- 

templated in the project.      There have been cases where important decisions 

have been based on feasibility studies submitted by those who are unfamiliar 

with the actual trade in the goods to be produced)    studies in which not 

only was the market measured by reference to the volume of goods imported 

as recorded in the trade returns,   but vhere the potential selling price 

was computed by reference tc the average c.i.f. price per unit calculated 

by dividing the value by the volume mentioned in the of ft cial trade 

returns for an entire group of products. 

14. In passing it is interesting to note that although monopoly 

or near monopoly conditions in a local market are undesirable from 

almost any standpoint, the fact is that as soon as the market demand in 

a developing country is just sufficient to justify one industrial unit 

of minimum size in that country, monopoly or near monopoly conditions of 

manufacture must be accepted.     By definition, to put two competing 

industrial units of minimum aise in a developing country in order to supply 

a market demand which is sufficient to keep only one industrial unit in 

profitable.production implies encourageaient to commercial suicide.    Until 

the neighbouring countries accept, with the developing country concerned, 

the notion of a common market area, the problems arising from too placing 
of two competing industriai units in the developing territory, in the 
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circtanatancar mentioned, cannot be solved by exporting excess capaoity 

at a profitab1" price. 

Who should maka the fcaalbllltY Study t 

15. A largì» part of the exports from the U.K. consist of exports of 

manufacturing plant.   The manufacturers of the plant, and even the agenti 

employed to sell the plant, may be expert in their knowledge of how the 

plant operatesi    indeed, it would be remarkable if they were not.    But 

manufacturers or sellers of plant are not necessarily experienced in 

operating factories or businesses in developing territories in which 

their plant is to be installed.   Except« in special oases, they are not 

usually familiar with local conditions, with the factory and commercial 

organisation rehired, with staffing, pricing, marketing, and distribution 

problems.   Experience in this field can only be gained fro« manufacturers 

of the products themselves;   and, what is more, successful manufacturers 

at that. 

16. Consultants fall into a different field.   Whereas the 

manufacturer of plant has an international reputation to maintain for his 

plant, the consultant has a professional reputation at stake.    Consultant« 

may be broadly of three kinds - management consultants, engineering 

consultants, and all-round consultants capable of doing a full-«cale 

feasibility study.    Generally speaking, none of these professional bodies 

can bring broad first-hand commercial experience to bear on a problemj 

and r»-«ly dotiey back a project with investment capital.     Therefore, 

while a positive recommendation in a feasibility study «ade by consultant« 

i«, perhaps, the beet hallmark for affirmative action, any investor who 

ventured a largo sum of money in a developing territory on the basis of 

such a feasibility study would be running the risk of overlooking some 

important element In the commercialisation of the ventare.   The drive 

of the investor and the skill of the consultant need to be supplemented 

by commercial and operational experience in the field}   this is likely 

to be found only in a fully operational and suooeesfnl oommeroial 

undertaking. 

17« In SOBO respects the ideal consortium for studying feasibility 

consists of two or perhaps three partners i 
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i •> A manufacturer in ih« U.K. who know how to make 

the required product, and preferably has a brand 

nan« already known In the overseas country where 

the industry is to be situated. 

^e) A firm established in the developing country who 

knows the country, its administrâtion, its customs, 

laws and markets. Preferably this firm should be 

one who is already agent for, or associated with, 

the manufacturing firm whose products are to be 

manufactured in the developing country. This 

firm, in an established relationship with the U.K. 

manufacturer, «an provide the inestimable service 

of translating all U.K. cents into !>ocal ten»; 

can give advice on financing, administration, 

accountancy and legal matters j can s et up a 

commercial organisation and distributive network) 

and can, if necessary, second management to the 

operation. This last point is probably the most 

important. 

In this ideal partnership the U.K. manufacturer and the fim already 

established la the developing territory would each become responsible for 

a substantial share of the financial investment. Together these t*e ota 

(#j\ Toe third partner, that it toe consultant« and/or 

suppliers of machinery, who would be fully engaged 

in the operation but act neoeesarily to the extent 

of providing «sait? finance. The manufacturers 

of plant and the ooneultants stake their reputaUoas 

bat fsosrsllj not their financial capital la venture« 

of tais kind. 

M,    It has so far in this Paper been aasuewd that the oapital At 

ladustrlal project« la developiag countries would be supplied If private 

la SOM eoaairie« Qu ut went insist* oa iavolviag 
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finance in induatrial projects. Sponsors from the private sector in the 

U.K. of industries in developing countries are not concerned with 

industries which are wholly owned by Government, except to the extent 

that they might meet competition from them. There have been examples 

where private enterprise has quite deliberately declined an opportunity 

to invest knowing that to do so w ould being them face to face competitively 

with a Government sponsored operation. Even where private enterprise 

feels that it can emerge from such a conflict with profit it may hesitate 

to range itself against the Government enterprise, for reasons which 

need no explanation.  It can be even .more embarrassing when private 

enterprise sets up a successful industry and Government then sponsors 

and finances an industry in competition. The risk of this, of course, is 

all part of the investment climate. 

19.     There are some sponsors in the U.K. who prefer to set up industry 

in concert with Government in a developing country. There are many 

examples of successful undertakings of this kind where Government has 

supplied part of the money, private enterprise has supplied know-how and 

the rest of the money; and both Government and private enterprise have 

received their respective proper shares of the profit« Other U.K. 

investors are discouraged by the prospect of having a Government partner. 

They are apt to argue that Government already has a share of the profits 

in the form of Company Tax without putting in investment at all; for what 

it is worth they point out that every extra pound the Government invests 

in the operation lowers the yield on the Government capital invested* 

(The tax return on nil investment represents an infinitely high yield on 

capital). They are apt to wonder if Government do not really want a 

substantial holding for the purpose of imposing some unwelcome form of 

control over the operation, or control outside the general legal framework. 

possibly in the form of persuasion to do things which commercially the 

sponsors would prefer not to do. Investors in the U.K. who share this 

opinion prefer the extremes of either 100? private enterprise or 100$ 

Government investment. However, some U.E. investors, while privately 

holding this view, are prepared to face realities} and it is these 

pragmatista who usually manage to develop a good working relationship 

with Government in those oases where Government is joining in the finanoe 

of tiie project. 
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20*     All the foregoing consideration have to be taken into account 

in any successful feasibility study. The sponsor has to bear in mind 

that his estimates and prognostications are no better than the facts or. 

forecasts on which they are based; that an intelligent feasibility study 

is no substitute for good commercial commonsense; and that even with an 

excellent feasibility study combined with commercial commonsense the 

ultimate success of the venture will depend, not only on the physical 

projection of the venture on the ground, but also on a concatenation of 

circumstances both favourable and unfavourable, which in the net result 

yield a profit. A thoroughly worked out feasibility study can often 

afford an interesting glimpse into the social function of profit-making. 

•••• 
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AEE£ti£tt 

When studying th« feasibility of * poMiblt industrial 

development, experienced U.K. Companies will make extended investigation« 

under a number of broad headings of vhloh th« following art th« »oat 

commons 

*• Xb&iitfkflis  The first «asantial ia a realistic assessment of th« 

•tricot • If th« potential to justify manufacture do«a not «jdat there ia 

no point in carrying out other work. 

{ a\  Th« study will cover a number of past yeara of th« oonaumptlon 

of th« product and of similar and competing product«, eo aa 

to determine the actual trend of growth. This might or might 

not prove to b« a useful guide to the futuro rat« of growth 

but it will show whether the market potential ia growing 

at«adily or is subjeot to setbacks. The study will also 

include the aiae and growth rat« of any local production} 

population, ita distribution botween different claaa«a of 

coneumer and ita expected growth; the national inooaw and 

it« growth trend} national importa and exportaj th« whol« 

pattern of price lévela and existing méthode of distribution 

and merchandising, including sales promotion. 

I b^  From this,forward estimates covering perhaps 10 y«ara ar« 

drawn up, every effort being mad« to «naur« that th«y ar« 

realiatic.  These include the total mark«t potential and 

an «atimdt« of the «hare that the proj«ot can a«our«, talcing 

into consideration likely competition. Thia provid«« an 

•stimmt« of factory output required. 

/ «^  If th« aark«t aaa«eam«nt indioat«a that th« ahar« of th« 

potential markst which th« proJ«ot can obtain ia big «ñonga 

to Justify local manufacture, a full-aoale study of th« auoo««*ing 

headings ia prooeeded with. 

*• Thm Government and th« Influence it le liltmlv to have nimm 

•  Under thia head will normally b« considered th« Qown—nt'a 

stability, its attitud« to oversea« privat« investment and io 
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privat« investment in general, the efficiency and flexibility 

of its administration} and the encouragement thtit it give« 

to industry, such a tax holidays, customs concessions, 

protection through import restrictions or protective tariffs*, 

trade mark and similar legislation, etc.  Conversely, the 

whole range of Government restrictions such as exchange control, 

price control, import licensing, wage controls or labour 

regulations, regulations regarding the capital structure of 

companies, taxes and excise duties.  Government policy with 

regard to the employment of essential expatriate managers and 

technicians is important} and so (for U.K. sponsors) is its 

policy on remittance to the UK of dividends, royalties, fees 

and proceeds of sales of shares, etc. 

b  In addition to the local Government's attitude many sponsors 

think it necessary to consider trends of political thought 

in the whole geographical region because of the inter-action 

of policies between one country and another. 

3« Availability of the necessary Utilities, suoh as water, gas, eleotrio 

power and télécommunications. 

4- Availability of Raw Materials of satisfactory quality, whether they 

are obtainable locally and at what delivered price and, if not, whether 

they can be imported, and at what cost. Whether the Government will 

remit import duties on some materials if this is shown to be essential 

for the projects feasibility. 

5. Availability of a aultabl« $ifo. in this context the land title 

which can be obtained, and the apead at which it la obtainable, may wall 

be as important as satisfactory soil bearing qualities, adequate 

communications and suitable looation in regard to materials and/or market«. 

6. Local i^hryuj fln,fl IfrmgmgnV It will be important 'to ascertain 

whether an adäquat« supply of labour will be avallabili and to obtain 

th« clearest possible understanding of their effioi«noy, the work on 

whleh th«y may be satisfactorily employed, the degree of th« supervision 

needed daring th« «arly years and the wag« and «alary levels that are 

likely to be payabl«j also whether accommodation for staff and labour 

ittia^^Ma^ta^ai^Ê^ÈimàÊÊ^ilSÊ^amÊÊlmaaÊÊÊatÉamÊt^Ê^ÊÊÊIm 
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will be required. 

7. frffOTÎ sources of Finance, both long-term and short-taf«, »nd tha tema 

on which they win be available. 

8. froml Partners In the Project»    It will be a matter Tor consideration 

in each case whether the U.K. sponsor should itself undertake the whole 

of the general and technical aanapement or seek to involve locally 

established firma in some part of the rannagement, or in the marketing of 

the product and/or after-eales service (if any is needed).   Some firma 

prefer to keep all aspects of manaperaent in their own hands on the ground 

that split Banapement can never be efficientj    others consider that the 

disadvantages of split management are outweighed by the) advantage* of tba 

local knowledge and position (and perhaps the established marketing 

channels) C.      local partner. 

9. Credi* Requirements» To isse3s the w orking capital needed,  it will be 

necessary to lacertain the credit terms normally extended to distributora 

and wholesalers, th*» normal payment terms for purchases, the alee of 

stocks, materials and finished goods that need to be carried, local 

experience of debtors, etc. 

10. The above headings Indicate very briefly the main questions that 

have to be studied to decide whether the project is physically practicable. 

The answers are rarely obtained quickly;    normally it takes a considerable 

time, including several visits to the country concerned, before all the 

information Í9 reasonably complete.    Assuming a satisfactory outcome, 

however, the next stage in the feasibility assessment is to prepare 

TiarKeting forecasts, tc outline the requisite capital expenditure and 

the production plans.   Fro« them the 3alea revenue and operating cost« 

can be estimated, leading to a forecast showing whether the project oan 

be expected to be profitable and financially sound and what practioabl» 

capital structure will be moat «uitabl«. 




